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One yellow tweet, enjoying the view.
A red one flew in and now there are...2.



Two red tweets sitting on a tree.

A blue one flew in and now there are...3.



Two red tweets sitting on a tree.

A blue one flew in and now there are...

Three blue tweets hopping by the door.
A green one flew in and now there are...4.



Four green tweets m
aking a dive.

 

A purple one flew in and now there are...5.



Five purple tweets sitting on the bricks. 
An orange one flew in and now there are ...6.



Six orange tweets looking toward heaven.
A brown one flew in and now there are... 7.



Seven brown tweets sitting on the gate. 
A black one flew in and now there are...8.



Eight black tweets all in a line.
A pink one flew in and now there are...9.



Nine pink tweets following the hen.
A white one flew in and now there are...10.



Ten white tweets asleep on the roof. 
   …. lala salama.



Ten big tweets reading the sign.    
The biggest flew away and now there are... 9.



Nine small tweets eating off the plate.
The smallest flew away and now there are...8.



Eight tall tweets counting to eleven.
The tallest flew away and now there are...7.



Seven short tweets sitting on sticks.
The shortest flew away and now there are...6.



Six fast tweets running from the hive.
The fastest flew away and now there are....5.



Five slow tweets swimming near the shore.
The slowest flew away and now there are...4.



Four fat tweets drinking some tea.
The fattest flew away and now there are... 3.



Three thin tweets all in a queue.
The thinnest flew away and now there are...2.

Two dirty tweets having some fun. 
The dirtiest flew away and now there is...



Two dirty tweets having some fun. 
The dirtiest flew away and now there is...1.



One clean tweet sitting all alone.
            …. kwaheri.



1 - One  6  - Six 
2 - Two  7  - Seven
3 - Three 8  - Eight
4 - Four 9  - Nine
5 - Five  10 - Ten 

big  -  biggest    small  -  smallest 
tall  -  tallest    short  -  shortest
fast  -  fastest   slow  -  slowest 
fat   -  fattest     thin  -  thinnest 
dirty  -  dirtiest   clean  -  cleanest 

yellow red brown
white purple orange
blue green pink
black

Next Steps: 
Count by ones from 1-10.
Coordinate one object with each number name.
Count in sequence beyond 10.
Skip count in various interval (e.g. twos, fives, tens).
Count backwards from 20 to 1.
Skip count backwards by various numbers. 
Count by fives and tens starting at any number.



Fun Things To Do: 

Play:  Classroom Touch
Get everyone to stand up and then the teacher shouts 
out classroom objects for pupils to touch (e.g. : “Everyone touch 
three tables!”  “Everyone touch two books!”).
E.g. tables, chairs, elbows, pencils, knees, books, ears, shoes, etc. 
Play this game outside for pupils.  The teacher shouts out a 
number and objects for pupils to run to and touch. 

Play:  SNAKE - (also called Whip Around)
This pupil response strategy gets its name from how the pupils 
follow one another in giving their answers. The first pupil 
(usually one in the front row, on the far right) will stand and 
say “1” and then sit down. The pupil immediately beside that pupil
will stand, say “2” and then sit down, and the next pupil will say 
“3” ... continuing until the end of the row. The pupil behind the 
last pupil will continue with the next response.
Pupils continue, as the counting “snakes” through the room, until 
the last pupil in the last row has had a chance to have their say. 
(Note: In the case of counting 1 to 10, once “10” is said, the next 
pupil will begin the counting again, saying “1.”) 



As the pupils become more familiar with this activity, as well as 
the topic, it is fun to see how fast the class can “snake” through 
the entire class. Be sure to vary where the snake begins, some-
times beginning with the pupil in the front row on the left, or on 
the right, or the back row on the left, or a pupil in the middle of the 
class.  Variations:  Instead of counting from 1 to 10, have pupils 
count from 10 to 1.  Have pupils skip count by 2’s. (2,4,6,8,10) 

Play: Show Me!
Challenge pupils to show you three ways to show a number.  
(fingers, counters, write number or word, touching objects, etc.)

Play: One More! 
Teacher says, “One more than ___ (says a number from 1-9) and 
then asks for a volunteer to tell what number is one more than 
said number.  Variation:  One Less!   



Our God is an awesome God!

Numbers are amazing.  They are found in all of creation. They are 
precise and constant.  1 + 1 is always 2.  Numbers are a visible 
fingerprint of the sovereign and creative God.     

“We can’t even  imagine the greatness of His power.”  
Job 37:5 NLT

“You are worthy, O Lord our God,
    to receive glory and honor and power.

For you created all things,
    and they exist because you created what you pleased.” 

Revelation 4:11(NLT)

God created numbers and sustains how numbers work.  God is 
faithful in holding everything together. His consistency is a testi-
mony to us of His  loyalty, faithfulness, and loving kindness. Each 
time we count or add something, we witness the fact that God is
still sustaining the universe.  One plus one consistently equals two 
because an awesome, never-changing God created and sustains all 
things. He will keep His promise of redemption to us.  Our God is an
awesome God. 
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